The multi-layer recursive forecasting method is used on road traffic accident forecasting in this study. We suggested the factors as density of population, GDP per capita, highway passenger transport, highway freight volume, highway mileage, density of road network, amount of vehicle, amount of cars per capita and environmental factors is selected by MATLAB in forecasting model. The model including autoregression item and the model including autoregression item and environmental factors is proposed. By changing the forecasting period, the forecasting results in years and months are acquired and analyzed. We conclude that the forecasting accuracy in short period is higher than in long period by comparing with results of long and short period.
INTRODUCTION
As the development of society, the forecasting is focused increasingly. So it is caused for many researchers to discuss the forecasting methods. Because of wide application on computer, the researches are developed on quantitative forecasting and analyzing. But the adaptability of every method is limited. When forecasting is carried out by different method, the results have distinct difference (Zhang and Han, 2002; Wen-Lin, 2005; Jian-Xi and De-Yan, 2011) . At the same time, as the change of many factors such as parameter, forecasting period, the change of result is caused. The cause is that parameters of many forecasting models are no-time varying but forecasting object is varied continuously. By those models, time varying parameter system is considered as no-time varying parameter system. So when no-time varying model is applied to forecast time varying parameter system, forecasting accuracy is impacted. Forecasting period impacts the forecasting accuracy also. Road traffic accident forecasting is analyzing and predicting the future tendency of road traffic accident. It is a describing process to the future state of road traffic accident based on researching systematically past and current state and analyzing systematically the change of related factors. The used methods include qualltative and quantitative methods. It are better for the quantitative methods to describe the future tendency of road traffic accident ,so is used widely, such as fuzzy mathematics, statistics and gray theory, Xiang-Yong et al. (2003) , El-Basyouny and Sayed (2009), Ma et al. (2008) , Mountain et al. (1996) , Sayed (2000) , Shan et al. (2008) and SooBeom et al. (2005) .
Zhi-Gang (2001) gang opposed the multi-layer recursive forecasting method based on modern control theory. After that, many researchers applied this forecasting method to many systems, such as construction, traffic etc and good forecasting results were obtained (Yan-Na et al., 2008; Guo et al., 2000; Guo and Shi, 2009; Bing et al., 2005; Xiang-Yong et al., 2006; Ren-de et al., 2008a; Shuang-Zhong et al., 2004) . As a new mathematical statistics method, multilevel recursive method regards forecasting objects as stochastic dynamical time-variant system and abandons constant parameter model in usual statistical forecast methods. The method divides the prediction of system state into two steps. The first is to predict timevarying parameter and the second is to forecast system state on the basis of the first step. Thus the method has superiority dealing with strongly fluctuated questions and non-linear questions. The key of the method is the prediction of time-varying parameter. In view of the dynamic and time-varying characteristic of a traffic system, a multi-level recursive forecasting method was proposed and a multi-level recursive forecasting model for forecasting road traffic accidents was established in road traffic accidents forecasting (Tian-Tang and ZhenBo, 2003) .
Beginning from the external features of traffic system, this study look road traffic accident as a time series to found input-output model based on the characteristic of multi-level recursive forecasting method. The model I ncluding autoregression item and the model including autoregression item and environmental factors is proposed respectively. By changing the forecasting period, the forecasting results in years and months are acquired and analyzed. We conclude that the forecasting accuracy in short period is higher than in long period by comparing with results of long and short period.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Establishing forecasting model is the key step on forecasting. After established control model for control system design is mended, this model can be applied to forecasting. The multilevel recursive forecasting method which regards forecasting objects as stochastic dynamical time-variant system differs from fixed parameters method. Its basic idea is breaking the state forecasting of time-variant system into forecasting of time-variant parameters and forecasting of system state to reduce forecasting error highly (Hecht-Nielsen, 1989; Wang and Jian-She, 2008; Xiaokun and Kara, 2007; Ren-de et al., 2008b) .
Road traffic accident is affected by many factors and does great harm to road traffic security. Applying deterministic models needs many parameters that can't be met usually. Therefore using multilevel recursive non-stationary time series model to forecast road traffic accident has superiority. Road traffic accident is stochastic, so it is necessary to regard road traffic system as nonlinear time -variant parameters system. For forecasting road traffic accident in the future, nonlinear recursive forecasting model must be established. According to the separable theorem of output, many multi-output system models may be divided into some single output system models, so nonlinear system may be replaced by a set of linear system. When forecasting on dynamic traffic system is carried, single output system is considered only. For advancing adaptability of forecasting model, a great of past data which accords with past changing rule of system is necessary in multilevel analysis on time series.
The road traffic accident changing rule on time is essential bases on taking road traffic safety management measures. So, for preventing traffic accident, it is important to analyze and know traffic accident rule. However, because traffic accident changing rule has great difference in different period, the forecasting result is different always by same forecasting method.
The multi-level recursive forecasting model of on traffic accident is established as formula (1) (XiangYong et al., 2006) :
where, y(k) = One-dimensional outputs, i.e., road accidents prediction value in future time k
forecasting time varying parameters e (k) = One-dimensional white noise k = Time n = Auto regression rank of model
The first item in the right of this equation is called auto regression item which reflects historical development rule of road traffic itself; the second is called environmental factor which reflects the impact of exterior environment to the road accidents. When building the road accidents prediction model in detailed, if the evolvement rule of road traffic is obvious, the accident itself reflects the impacts of several factors to it and has self-rule. Road traffic accidents multi-level auto-recursive forecast model only with auto regression item can be set up. Let:
then the formula (1) can be written as:
when y(k), φ(k), ߠ (k-1) is given, the recursive track formula of time varying parameter ߠ (k) can be obtained:
It satisfies the constraint condition y(k) = φ(݇) ் θ(k) and minimizes index parameter j = ฮߠ (k) − ߠ(k−1) 2. According to different characteristic of parameter prediction series {ߠ (k)}, by choosing different parameter forecasting method, each time varying parameter`s next step prediction value ߠ * (N+1) can be obtained. In the basis of parameter forecasting, using next step prediction formula of y(k): 
there, ‫ݕ‬ ො(N+1/N) is next step prediction value of y(N).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This study selects road traffic accident statistical data as basic data for road traffic accident recursive forecasting in M province in china. The multi-level recursive forecasting model including autoregression item only and including autoregression item and environmental factors is established respectively. Road traffic accident forecasting results show in Table 7 based on multi-level recursive forecasting method including auto regression item only. Table 8 shows the forecasting results based on multi-level recursive forecasting method including auto regression item and environmental factors. Beginning from the external features of traffic system, this study look road traffic accident as a time series to establish input-output model based on the characteristic of multi-level recursive forecasting method. By changing the forecasting period, the forecasting results in years and months are acquired and analyzed. By comparing forecasting results of long period with short period in Table 15 and 16, we conclude:
Long period accident forecasting:
• Whether auto regression multi-level recursive forecasting model or including multi-level recursive forecasting model environmental factors, the road traffic accident forecasting accuracy in short period is higher than in long period.
• From Table 15 and 16, the conclusion is obtained that in short period road traffic accident forecasting, forecasting accuracy on the auto regression multi-level recursive forecasting model is more high than on forecasting model including environmental factors, but in long period road traffic accident forecasting, forecasting accuracy on the multi-level recursive forecasting model including environmental factors is more high than on the auto regression multi-level recursive forecasting model. This indicates is must be analized and researched whether multi-level recursive forecasting model including environmental factors is established or not in road traffic accident forecasting.
• In road traffic accident forecasting that this study carried, the adaptability of multi-level recursive forecasting model in short period is stronger than in long period. • Forecasting accuracy on the multi-level recursive forecasting method is related to many factors such as model orders, initial value, environmental factors, characteristic of basic data used, etc.
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